Raising Your Profile to Get Board-Ready

Skills and Professional Development

SC Moatti has the soft smile and all-knowing gaze of a woman who has been there and done it all.
We meet at The Battery in San Francisco, where she meets with people twice a week to discuss
topics of mutual interest — and she has many interests. After all, Moatti is a technology visionary, a
VC investor, and the bestselling author of Mobilized: An Insider’s Guide to the Business and Future
of Connected Technology (Berrett-Koehler Publishers; May 2, 2016). She also serves on boards of
directors for both public and private companies, including mobile technology giant Opera Software
(OPERA:Oslo).
Moatti, who started her career as a product professional before becoming an executive at mobile
pioneers like Facebook, Trulia, and Nokia, approached her board search pragmatically. She modeled
her strategy on previous business development experiences. Moatti has launched and monetized
mobile products that are now used by billions of people and have received prestigious awards,
including an Emmy nomination. Likewise, she views herself as a product that needs to appeal to a
certain market where perfect fit is of the essence: board appointment committees.

“Being board-ready is a new mindset and most people will need to reinvent and re-package
themselves at least to some extent to become board-ready,” says Moatti. “Reinventing ourselves as
many 17 times or even more throughout our career is an essential professional skill to thrive in the
ever-changing social, political, and technological landscape.” She adds, “In fact, if a professional
fails to do that, she will reach the middle career plateau within two to five years.”
Moatti draws inspiration from John T. Chambers, executive chairman and former CEO of Cisco
Systems. Chambers, who led Cisco as CEO for 20 years, believes that every company must rethink
and reinvent itself every three to six years. “It is only logical that people need to do the same to keep
with the same changes,” Moatti explains. “That’s the only way to stay relevant in any business.”
Her plan to transition from the C-suite to the boardroom was simple — become a board-ready thought
leader in a field, and then look for others who seek this leadership. So, she proactively asked herself:
“How do you go from being an industry expert to becoming a board-ready thought leader?” Moatti
developed a surprisingly simple framework to increase her visibility and raise her profile for board
opportunities. The framework consists of three steps that are continuously repeated and refined: join,
shape, and drive.

Join the conversation
“The first step is to join the conversation of a function or industry,” Moatti explains. This requires a
little more than just doing your job well.” She recommends doing some combination of the following:
chairing or hosting events, hosting speakers, sharing curated content on social media, blogging, or
speaking. “This will most certainly connect you with interesting people that you did not know before,”
says Moatti.
“When I started on this journey, I decided to curate news or tweet something every day, speak once

a month, and write a blog entry once a month,” shares Moatti. “I started very small.” Of course, this
required an effort on top of her already loaded professional schedule. “Every day I was looking for
something good to retweet,” she says. “And it is surprisingly hard to find high-quality writing that
adds to the conversation in the sea of mediocre internet writing. Doing so forced me to read and stay
current.” Writing was also initially challenging for Moatti. “Writing relatively good, well-researched
material takes time. And then there’s validating, editing, and placing your work in a respectable
publication. All of this requires an effort and is not simple,” she explains.
The effort paid off, however, and launched Moatti as a key participant in her industry. Soon enough,
she found herself on numerous tech panels and included in new conversations. According to Moatti,
the opportunity for expedited learning is the greatest reward of going through this conversationjoining process. “It also improved my research skills, my ability to think critically, and my ability to
stay current with the developments in my field and business in general,” Moatti adds.

Shape the conversation
After a while, Moatti was able to do a little more. She started actively commenting on articles written
by industry leaders, moderating discussions, and expressing her opinions on Twitter. “It felt only
natural to start actively participating in the conversation that I joined,” she explains. “Why else would
I join, if not to participate?”
Moatti recommends having content-based discussions in your industry or function and being more
proactive in seeking interesting opportunities. “In addition to my existing goals, I actively reached out
to event organizers to moderate panels. I also contacted blogs to publish my opinions,” Moatti says.
She developed her own perspectives and began eagerly sharing them on Twitter, instead of merely
retweeting the thoughts of others. This helped her grow and gain prominence as an industry leader.

Drive the conversation
Eventually, Moatti and her positions became well known in her industry. “I decided to become best in
class in my line of business,” she explains. “I realized that I have significant views about product
development and that writing articles and opinion pieces didn’t provide enough space to express the
breadth and depth of my thoughts.” Moatti realized she was no longer satisfied with simply
participating in the industry conversation. “I wanted to drive my discipline in a certain direction,” she
says. So, when the opportunity to write a book arose, Moatti eagerly took it.
“Writing a book is a whole different endeavor,” says Moatti. “It is complex, time-consuming, and
difficult.” Moatti wrote the manuscript over the summer and published it a year after she signed a
contract with a publisher. “It was my summer project, and I loved it!” she says. “Putting words on
paper in long form helped me to refine my thoughts, to take bolder and more substantiated stands.”
Moatti also regularly leads keynote addresses at industry conferences. “Panels are largely reactive,”
Moatti explains. “When you give a keynote speech, the bar is much, much higher. You need to really
capture the attention of your audience and meet its needs; it is a performance. You need to be funny,
memorable, relevant, current, and entertaining.”
Since joining the board of Opera Software a couple of years ago, there hasn't been a dull moment.
The company just wrapped up a major strategic initiative culminating in the sale of a major division

(half of the business) to a Chinese consortium. “The transaction required regulatory approval across
three continents,” says Moatti. “Becoming board-ready is only the beginning of another journey, it
never ends!”
Although it has required great effort, Moatti has used the “join, shape, drive” framework to gain new
skills, refine her perspectives, and successfully transform from an industry expert to a board-ready
thought leader. By increasing her visibility as a valuable industry player, Moatti gained the credibility
and opportunities needed to become board-ready. And although she has earned positions on boards
for both public and private companies, Moatti refuses to rest on her laurels. Always reinventing
herself, she is already focused on continuing the cycle. In three to six years, we can expect to see
Moatti back at The Battery, discussing her latest visionary transformation.
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